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ABSTRACT
Release 2.0.1 of the Structural Classi®cation of RNA
(SCOR) database, http://scor.lbl.gov, contains a
classi®cation of the internal and hairpin loops in a
comprehensive collection of 497 NMR and X-ray
RNA structures. This report discusses ®ndings of
the classi®cation that have not been reported
previously. The SCOR database contains multiple
examples of a newly described RNA motif, the
extruded helical single strand. Internal loop base
triples are classi®ed in SCOR according to their
three-dimensional context. These internal loop
triples contain several examples of a frequently
found motif, the minor groove AGC triple. SCOR
also presents the predominant and alternate
conformations of hairpin loops, as shown in the
most well represented tetraloops, with consensus
sequences GNRA, UNCG and ANYA. The ubiquity of
the GNRA hairpin turn motif is illustrated by its
presence in complex internal loops.

INTRODUCTION
The structural and evolutionary classi®cations of proteins,
publicly available in the SCOP (1), CATH (2) and FSSP (3)
databases, have been key to our understanding of protein
structure. Although the number of three-dimensional RNA
structures currently available is small when compared with the
number of protein structures, it is still substantial, and the
complexity of RNA structures is comparable with that of
proteins. The biological signi®cance of RNA is re¯ected in the
large number of systems in which RNA plays a key role, in
particular the numerous examples of RNA with catalytic
activity (4,5). The three-dimensional structure of the 50S
ribosomal subunit (6,7) has shown that in protein synthesis,
RNA, rather than protein, catalyzes peptide bond formation.

The solution of high-resolution structures of the 30S (8) and
50S (9) ribosomal subunits has provided a greatly expanded
view of RNA structure. Analysis of these structures has
deepened understanding of well-known motifs such as the
T-loop U-turn and identi®ed previously uncharacterized
motifs (10). Analysis focusing on base pairs has produced a
comprehensive compendium of non-Watson±Crick base pairs
(11,12), with an associated standard for annotations of RNA
motifs (13). This analysis has recently been summarized in a
base-pair centered review of RNA motifs (14).
The Structural Classi®cation of RNA (SCOR) database
(15,16) has been created to aid in the understanding of RNA
structures, using data deposited in the Protein Data Bank
(PDB) (17) and Nucleic Acid Database (18). Release 2.0.1 of
this database contains a comprehensive classi®cation of
internal and hairpin loops contained in 497 NMR and X-ray
PDB entries, released through May 15, 2003. Here we
describe ®ndings of the classi®cation that have not been
reported previously, based on analysis of structures classi®ed
in releases 1.2 and 2.0.1 of the SCOR database. These ®ndings
include the extruded strand motif, which is frequently
involved in tertiary interactions, a classi®cation of internal
loop triples that re¯ects the local topology, and the conservation and variability of the structures of hairpin tetraloops.
THE EXTRUDED HELICAL SINGLE STRAND
The great majority of entries in the loop classi®cation are
simple, well-recognized motifs, such as stacked duplexes with
one non-Watson±Crick pair, most commonly a single G´U
wobble base pair, and the single, looped-out A base. Our
classi®cation identi®ed the extruded helical single strand,
another simple, yet previously unrecognized, RNA motif,
found in both internal and hairpin loops and frequently
associated with tertiary interactions. This motif is unusual in
being characterized by bases not involved in local base pairs;
however, the extruded bases are frequently paired in a tertiary
interaction. The extruded strand consists of two or more
stacked residues from a single strand, forming a mini-helix,
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Figure 1. Loops with an extruded helical strand. In the three-dimensional Ribbons (89) ®gures that follow, the residues involved in Watson±Crick base pairs
are drawn in cyan. (A) Three-base extruded helical strand, consisting of residues G24, A25 and G26, from the lead-dependent ribozyme, entry 429d (30). The
extruded residues are in red and the remaining loop residues, in the main stack, are in orange. (B) Thirteen base hairpin loop with several independent stacks,
from the spliceosomal U2B"±U2A¢ protein complex bound to a fragment of U2 small nuclear RNA, entry 1a9n (33). No protein residues are shown, to
emphasize the RNA structure, although the protein structure plays an important role in determining the structure of this loop. The stacks consist of the closing
duplex stack, containing residues G4 through U7 as well as U17 and C18, two two-base stacks, one including U8 and G9, the second A11 and G12, and one
three-base stack, containing A14 through C16; the last three stacks are extruded strands. The conventions used for the sketches are as follows. Watson±Crick
base pairs are drawn as solid lines in cyan, non-Watson±Crick pairs as dashed lines. Vertical and curved lines denote the sugar-phosphate backbone. Base
stacking is denoted by a series of equally spaced parallel line segments, such as bases G24 through G26 in (A); looped-out bases are drawn facing out of the
backbone, e.g. bases C10 and U13 in (B). Bases involved in tertiary interactions, interacting with the bases in the loop but arising from outside the loop
sequence, are drawn in gray, e.g. base A15 in Figure 5.

which is extruded from the surrounding double-stranded helix
(Fig. 1A). We call this motif an interaction element because it
appears to mediate RNA±RNA and RNA±protein interactions.
A list of examples from various structures is found in Table 1.
The loop naming convention follows SCOP; hairpin loops are
identi®ed by the structure's PDB id, the chain id if present,
followed by the beginning and ending residue ids. Internal
loop identi®ers contain PDB id, chain id and beginning and
ending residue ids of both strands. Bulge loops, internal loops
in which residues from only one strand are not Watson±Crick
paired, are identi®ed by a series of residues followed by a
comma and zero, to distinguish them from hairpin loops.
This motif has clear functional importance in many of the
examples listed. Three types of functionality have been
identi®ed: RNA±RNA recognition, RNA±protein recognition
and participation in RNA catalysis. A particularly well-studied
example of an extruded strand involved in RNA±RNA
recognition is the strand consisting of residues A1492 and
A1493 in the 30S ribosomal subunit, which interacts directly
with the tRNA anticodon±mRNA helix and plays a critical
role in mRNA decoding. A series of elegant structural studies
focusing on these residues have provided substantial insight
into the mechanism underlying the ®delity of message
decoding and the loss of ®delity on binding by aminoglycoside
antibiotics such as paromomycin; representative entries
include 1pbr (19), 1ibm (20), 1n32 (21) and 1j5a (22).
Higher resolution structures containing a fragment of the 16S
rRNA complexed with aminoglycoside antibiotics have

provided detailed structural understanding of the activity of
these antibiotics, in entries 1j7t (23), 1lc4 (24), 1mwl (25) and
1o9m (26). The three-residue extruded strand in the group I
intron A-rich bulge, entry 1gid (27), provides another example
of RNA±RNA recognition. Here the motif nucleates folding of
a substructure containing the bulge and a three-helix junction.
Extruded strands are also involved in RNA±protein recognition. Examples include the three-residue UCU strand, which
is a central part of the Tat binding site of HIV-1 TAR RNA,
entry 397d (28), and the three-residue extruded strand in the
universal core of the signal recognition particle (SRP), entry
1dul (29), where residue A140 of this strand contacts both
invariant arginine residues in a highly conserved amino acid
sequence of the 4.5S RNA M domain. We have identi®ed two
examples of extruded strands involved in RNA catalysis. In
the lead-dependent ribozyme (leadzyme), entry 429d (30), the
cleavage site is residue G24, the 5¢ residue of a three-residue
extruded strand. The structure of domains 5 and 6 of the group
II self-splicing intron, entry 1kxk (94), contains a two-residue
extruded strand; the 5¢ residue of this strand, A880, is the
branch point nucleotide, whose 2¢ hydroxyl attacks the
phosphodiester bond at the 5¢ splice site.
Analysis of ribosomal structures has identi®ed unusually
long extruded strands, such as the loop 1jj2:9:549±552,607,
which contains a four base extruded strand. The 5¢ residue of
this strand lies on the surface of the ribosome and is highly
exposed, so that it may have functional importance in
interaction with another molecule. Other noteworthy extruded
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Table 1. Examples of the extruded helical strand
Loop id

Structure description

Sequence

Reference

1pbr:7,20±21
1ibm:a:1408,a:1492±1493
1gid:a:135,a:183±188
397d:a:23±25,0
429d:a:23±26,b:44±45
1dul:b:140±143,b:168
1kxk:a:8±10,a:62
1jj2:9:549±552,607
1jj2:0:1102±1107,0
1j5e:a:505±510,0
1mzp:b:7±15,0
1aud:b:24,b:39±45
1a9n:q:5±17
1ec6:d:5±16
1ehz:a:54±60
1c0a:b:632±638

16S ribosomal RNA A site with paromomycin
30S ribosomal subunit with mRNA, anticodon stem±loop
Group I self-splicing intron
HIV TAR RNA
Lead-dependent ribozyme
Signal recognition particle, ribonucleoprotein core
Group II self-splicing intron
H.marismortui 50S ribosomal subunit
H.marismortui 50S ribosomal subunit
T.thermophilus 30S ribosomal subunit
S.acidocaldarius protein L1 with 55mer 23S rRNA fragment
U1A-UTR RNA
Spliceosomal U2B"±U2A¢ protein, fragment of U2 small nuclear RNA
Nova-2 Kh3 K-homology RNA-binding domain, 20mer RNA hairpin
Yeast phenylalanine tRNA
Aspartyl-tRNA synthetase: tRNA asp

A,AA
A,AA
U,AAUAAG
UCU,0
CGAG,GA
ACCA,A
UAU,G
ACAA,G
CCCCAA,0
GGCCAA,0
CGUAGGAUA,0
A,AUUGCAC
UAUUGCAGUACCU
ACCUAGAUCACC
5MU_PSU_C_G_1MA_U_C
C_U_QUO_U_C_A_C

(19)
(20)
(27)
(28)
(30)
(29)
(92)
(9)
(9)
(8)
(31)
(35)
(33)
(37)
(93)
(38)

Residues contained in an extruded strand are indicated in boldface.

strands observed in ribosomal structures include the loops
1jj2:0:1102±1107,0 and 1j5e:a:505-510,0; both contain two
independent extruded strands. In the 1jj2 loop, one extruded
strand consists of residues C1102, C1103, C1104 and C1105,
with C1102, C1103 and C1104 engaged in a tertiary
interaction through Watson±Crick base pairs. The second
extruded strand in this loop consists of A1106 and A1107. The
1j5e loop similarly contains one extruded strand with
sequence GGCC, followed by a second with sequence AA.
As with 1jj2 bases 1102±1104, the ®rst three residues of the
1j5e loop, sequence GGC, are remotely Watson±Crick paired.
The longest single extruded strand was observed in the
recently published structure of the Sulfolobus acidocaldarius
L1 protein complexed with a 55-nt fragment of the Thermus
thermophilus 23S rRNA, entry 1mzp (31). This strand consists
of residues G8, U9, A10, G11, A13; four of the ®ve residues
are stabilized by tertiary non-Watson±Crick base pairs, the
®fth by a tertiary Watson±Crick base pair.
The structure of these loops emphasizes the importance of
stacking interactions in determining RNA structure (32). The
extruded strand is also seen in several of the larger, more
complicated hairpin loops. The longest of these is the 13
residue hairpin loop in entry 1a9n (33), from a fragment of U2
small nuclear RNA (Fig. 1B). This loop contains two extruded
strands of two residues and one of three residues. Similar loops
are found in structures of the U1A spliceosomal protein
complexed with an RNA hairpin, entry 1urn (34), the U1A
polyadenylation element, entries 1aud (35) and 1dz5 (36), and
the Nova KH domain aptamer, entry 1ec6 (37). Note that these
six structures are all of RNA±protein complexes, in which the
loops are tightly bound to the protein and the extruded strands
are contained within protein pockets.
Among the hairpin loops containing an extruded strand are
the well-known tRNA T-loops, which contain a two-residue
extruded strand that forms part of the interface with the tRNA
D-loop. Other examples of this motif are found in tRNA
anticodon loops in complexes of Escherichia coli tRNA (Asp)
with synthetase, entries 1c0a (38) and 1efw (39); in these cases
the extruded strand lies in a protein pocket and one of the
bases stacks with a phenylalanine residue. Additional
examples in tRNA structures include two-residue extruded

strands in the D-loops of entries 1qu2 (40) and 2fmt (41). This
element is also found in shorter hairpin loops, including the
tetraloops in structures 1biv (42), 1mnb (43) and 1rht (44), the
pentaloop in entry 1a4d (45), and the heptaloop in entry 1bzu
(46).
We observe that an extruded strand is involved in crystal
contacts in entries 1duh (47) and 429d. RNA crystal growth is
the result of the production of an extended RNA±RNA
complex, so the involvement of this element in crystal
contacts seems similar to the role of the A-rich bulge in
nucleating the folding of the group I intron. Sequence-speci®c
recognition of another nucleic acid is frequently involved in
the function of non-coding RNAs (48). Such recognition may
be an important role for this motif, which presents extrahelical
structure and is more ordered than a single looped-out base. It
is more ¯exible than the U-turn or a base triple, thus is
compatible with an induced ®t mechanism of complex
formation. The binding of the 50S ribosomal subunit to
messenger RNA and cognate transfer RNA in the A site is a
well-studied case of induced ®t binding. In free rRNA, A1492
and A1493 are looped in, with a stack interruption between
G1491 and A1492 and continuous stacking among A1492,
A1493 and G1494. On binding of either paromomycin or
mRNA with tRNA, A1492 and A1493 loop out, forming the
extruded strand, and the nearby residue G530 rotates from the
syn to the anti conformation (21).
As is evident in Figure 1A, the ®rst or 5¢ residue of an
extruded strand is the most exposed, so that this residue is
functionally highly important. Biological evidence for this
importance includes the invariance of the 5¢ residue in group
IC1-2 introns (49) (http://www.rna.icmb.utexas.edu/), the
interaction of Tat with the ®rst uridine residue of the UCU
bulge, and the observations that the 5¢ residue is the cleavage
site of the leadzyme and that the 5¢ residue of the extruded
strand in the SRP RNA±protein complex contacts the invariant
arginines.
Classically, RNA motifs have been de®ned by their
sequence; these motifs have been described as forming a
distinctive conformation independent of their context (50). We
observe a tendency for the extruded strands to contain either
all purines or all pyrimidines, particularly in extruded strands
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with an apparent functional role. Among the short internal
loops characterized by this element, there are three all-purine
sequences (entry 1gid: AAG, 429d: GAG, 1byj: AA), one allpyrimidine sequence, UCU, in entry 1anr (95) and two with
mixed sequence, in the core of the signal recognition particle,
entries 1cq5 (96), 1duh and 1dul (1cq5: UAC, 1duh: ACA,
1dul: ACC), and the group II intron (1kxk: AU). Two of the
strands with all-purine sequences are involved in RNA±RNA
interactions: the group I intron, entry 1gid and the leadzyme,
entry 429d; while in the remaining case, entry 1byj (97), the
all-purine strand is part of a complex with an aminoglycoside
antibiotic. The all-pyrimidine extruded strand is involved in an
RNA±protein complex, the Tat binding site of HIV-1 TAR
RNA. The three structures of the signal recognition particle
RNA containing this motif all contain a three-residue mixed
purine±pyrimidine extruded helical strand and an adjacent
looped-out base. Remarkably, the structures differ in which
residues form the extruded strand. The biological signi®cance
of this structural variability is unclear; it illustrates the
¯exibility of this motif. This ¯exibility may play a role in the
assembly or function of the ribonucleoprotein complex. In
tRNA structures, there is a tendency for the two-residue
extruded strand found in the T-loop to contain two
pyrimidines; this is seen in ®ve of the eleven distinct (by
species and tRNA function) kinds of tRNAs with structures
available. Of the remaining kinds of tRNAs, ®ve contain
T-loop extruded strands with sequence RU and one with
sequence AA. Strands with mixed purine±pyrimidine content
prevail in the long loops, which break up into several
independent, small strands in complex with proteins, in
entries 1aud, 1a9n, 1ec6 and 1urn. These make up six of the
nine distinct extruded strands in the four structures.
The position of the extruded strand relative to the main
helical stack varies from structure to structure. We compared
the A880, U881 branch point extruded strand in the group II
self-splicing intron, entry 1kxk, with the U59, C60 T-loop
strand in tRNA(Phe), entry 1ehz, which have the same
secondary structural context. Both are two-residue strands
connected to a continuously base-paired and stacked helix.
The residues of the main helix superpose well: the C1¢ atoms
of seven main stack residues adjacent to the extruded strands
Ê . The orientation of the
superpose with an r.m.s. ®t of 0.81 A
extruded strand is similar in the two structures, with the bases
perpendicular to the axis of the main stack, but the location of
the extruded strand is signi®cantly different in the superposed
structures; the average distance separating the glycosidic
nitrogens (N1 of pyrimidines, N9 of purines) of corresponding
Ê.
bases is 5.8 A
A recently published review of RNA motifs (14) states
that RNA motifs are arrays of non-Watson±Crick base pairs.
This useful de®nition is shown here to be too narrow for
describing extruded strands, which characteristically contain
unpaired bases forming an independent stack. In accord with
the dynamic role of extruded strands, they frequently take
part in tertiary base pairing; nevertheless, the inclusion of
tertiary interactions does not overcome the limitation of the
base-pair based de®nition and fails to recognize the fundamental commonality amongst the extruded strands. As pointed
out by Doherty et al. (51), the 5¢ A39 base of the extruded
strand in the signal recognition particle structure (entry 1dul)
is not base paired, but rather lies in a protein pocket;
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interestingly, the hydrogen bonding between this base and its
protein pocket is very similar to that seen in Type I base
triples.
INTERNAL LOOP TRIPLES
Base triples and quadruples are well-recognized elements of
RNA structure, triples having been identi®ed in the early
tRNA crystal structures (52,53). Our loop classi®cation
describes the three-dimensional context of base triples contained within internal loops. This terminology is based on the
well-known dinucleotide platform terminology (54) and
describes the relation of the triple residues to the adjoining
helical stack. The internal loop base triple containing
categories in our classi®cation include loops with a dinucleotide platform in a triple, loops forming base triples with base
pair N+1, triples with base pairs N+2, N+3, N±1 and N±2, as
well as loops with multiple triples. This base-pair oriented
classi®cation counts the distance from the least-paired base in
the triple (described below) to the base pair with the other two
bases. Looped-out bases do not contribute to the count in this
nomenclature, since, e.g. a triple with base pair N±1 which
contains a looped-out base is structurally more similar to a
triple with base pair N±1 lacking a looped-out base than to a
triple with base pair N±2. This decision is guided by the
observation that U-turns are frequently interrupted by loopedout bases, which do not alter the essential structure of the
U-turn, e.g. the hairpin loops in entries 1a4t (55), 1qfq (56)
and 2tob (57). These internal loop triples are distinguished
from base triples that result from tertiary interactions. We
summarize here 47 non-redundant triple-containing internal
loops (Table 2).
The most commonly found triple-containing internal loops,
comprising 20 of the 47 loops, are loops with a dinucleotide
platform in a triple. Dinucleotide platforms consist of bases
that are adjacent in sequence and side-by-side, coplanar, and
non-Watson±Crick base paired in structure. This wellrecognized structural motif is an extension of the adenosine
platform (58). There is no strong sequence pattern in the
structures surveyed. We have distinguished between simple
dinucleotide platforms, which lack a base triple (Fig. 2A), and
dinucleotide platforms in triples, in which the platform is part
of a base triple (Fig. 2B). Simple dinucleotide platforms are
relatively uncommon; only two clear examples, in loops
1gid:a:218±220,a:253 and 1j5e:a:641±642,0, were identi®ed
in these structures.
The three-dimensional classi®cation of internal loop triples
is based on the relationship between the sequence numbers of
the triple residues and those of the surrounding helical stack.
This description begins with the identi®cation of the leastpaired base in the triple (N). The procedure for identifying the
least-paired base is as follows. In the great majority of the
triples analyzed, one of the three potential base pairs involves
either two or three hydrogen bonds and both bases contact
along their Watson±Crick edges (13). This occurs most often
because the two bases are Watson±Crick paired (Fig. 3A). The
least-paired base is the remaining base in the triple. In most
triples that lack this Watson±Crick/Watson±Crick pairing, two
bases are paired by two hydrogen bonds and the remaining,
least-paired, base has only one base±hydrogen bond with
either of the other two bases (Fig. 3B). Hydrogen bonds
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Table 2. Internal loop triples
Dinucleotide platforms in triples: S-turn/loop E motif

Other dinucleotide platforms in triples

Loops forming base triples with base pair N+1
Loops forming base triples with base pair N±1
Loops forming base triples with base pair N+2
Loops forming base triples with base pair N±2
Loops forming base triples with base pair N+3
Loops with multiple triples

1j5e:a:888±894,a:905±909 1jj2:0:159±163,0:172±177
1jj2:0:210±215,0:225±229 1jj2:0:291±295,0:356±361
1jj2:0:568±571,0:586±590 1jj2:0:2690±2694,0:2701±2704
1jj2:9:76±80,9:102±105 430d:a:7±12,a:19±23
483d:a:2653±2657,a:2664±2667
1eht:5±7,27±29 1esy:a:5,a:14±15 1gid:a:224±227,a:247±249
1j5e:a:748,0 1j5e:a:1227,0 1j5e:a:1402±1403,a:1498±1500
1jj2:0:40,0:441±442 1jj2:0:831±832,0:850 1jj2:0:1010,0
1mms:c:1088±1090,c:1101 1qa6:c:138±139,0
1cq5:a:14±18,a:29±33 1fmn:8±13,24±28
1j5e:a:595,0 1jj2:0:2492±2495,0:2525±2529
1exy:a:21±22,0 1f1t:a:30±32,0 1j5e:a:55,0, 1jj2:0:2474±2475,0
1akx:a:23±24,0 1biv:a:10,0 1d0t:a:7,0
1jj2:0:1894±1895,0 1jj2:0:1898,0:1939±1941
1jj2:0:2096,0:2648±2649 1ull:a:23±24,0
1jj2:0:2291,0
1j5e:a:64±65,0 1jj2:0:2856,0:2901±2902
1cx0:b:140±143,b:162 1f1t:a:9,a:24±27
1j5e:a:372±374,0 1j5e:a:410±416,a:427±432
1j5e:a:1052±1055,a:1205±1206 1j5e:a:1058,a:1199±1202
1jj2:0:959±963,0:1005±1007 1jj2:0:1426±1428,0:1438
1jj2:0:2557,0:2576±2578

Ê structure of the 50S
These were identi®ed in the structures in the PDB entries whose coordinates were released before October 4, 2000, plus the 2.4 A
Ê structure of the 30S ribosomal subunit from T.thermophilus, entry 1j5e. This list excludes a
ribosomal subunit from H.marismortui, entry 1jj2, and the 3.05 A
small number of poorly formed or borderline loops that are dif®cult to classify. Loops from distinct PDB entries are considered redundant if they have the
same structure and arise from the same species.

between a base atom and a 2¢ hydroxyl group are also included
in this analysis. If the least-paired base is in the major groove
of the pair between the other two bases, this is termed a major
groove triple, including the base pair N+1, N+2 and N+3
triples, with the least-paired base contacting a 3¢, subsequent
base pair. Conversely, a minor groove triple, either base pair
N±1 or N±2, is formed when the least-paired base lies in the
minor groove and the least-paired base contacts a 5¢ or
previous base pair. We have identi®ed two exceptional,
symmetric triples in which it is dif®cult to identify a leastpaired base, both from the 30S ribosomal subunit structure
(1j5e) and both occurring in loops with multiple triples. An
example (Fig. 3C) is the A411´A414´A430 triple in loop
1j5e:a:410±416,a:427±432. Here both the A411´A430 pair and
the A430´A414 pair are two-hydrogen bond trans Watson±
Crick/Hoogsteen pairs.
A total of 18 of the 20 dinucleotide platforms in triples are
major groove triples, in which the least-paired base is the 5¢
base of the platform and forms a triple with the N+1 pair,
containing the 3¢ base of the platform. Among the 47 triplecontaining loops, we have identi®ed two minor groove
dinucleotide platforms in triples, in loops 1jj2:0:1010,0 and
1j5e:a:1227,0. Here the least-paired base is the 3¢ base of the
platform and forms a triple with the N±1 pair, which contains
the 5¢ base of the platform and is Watson±Crick in both cases.
Following loops with a dinucleotide platform in a triple in
frequency are loops with multiple triples, found in nine loops.
This category re¯ects the tendency for base triples to be
adjacent in sequence and consecutively stacked in threedimensional structure (Fig. 2C). Of the nine examples in this
list, two, 1jj2:0:2557,0:2576±2578 and 1cx0:b:140±143,b:162
(98), contain three adjacent base triples; the others all contain
two adjacent triples.
Also common are loops forming base triples with base pair
N+2, seen in seven instances. We also observed four each of
loops forming base triples with base pair N+1 and loops forming

triples with base pair N±1. These are similar to dinucleotide
platforms in triples in that the least-paired base contacts the
adjacent base pair in the stack. These loops, however, lack
dinucleotide platforms, either because of an intervening, loopedout base, as is the case for all four N±1 triples, or because the two
bases adjacent in sequence are not paired. Notable examples
with unusual structure include one loop forming a base triple
with base pair N±2 and two remarkable loops forming base
triples with base pair N+3 (Fig. 2D).
Because of loops with multiple triples, the 47 loops contain
55 triples, including 39 major groove, 14 minor groove and
two symmetric triples. Although the triples contain a wide
variety of base pairs, two base pair con®gurations were found
with particularly high frequency. The most common is the
S-turn GUA triple (Fig. 3B), so named because it is found in
the well-documented S-turn or eukaryotic loop E motif
(50,59,60). This triple contains both a two-hydrogen bond
trans Watson±Crick/Hoogsteen U´A pair (13), also known as a
reversed Hoogsteen pair (61), and a one-hydrogen bond cis
Hoogsteen/Sugar Edge U´G pair. The A and G bases are not
directly paired. Ten examples of this triple were observed,
including the nine examples of the loop E motif listed in
Table 2, plus loop 1fmn:8±13,24±28, which is similar to a loop
E motif, found in the FMN±RNA aptamer complex (62).
We also recognize the common minor groove AGC triple
(Fig. 3A), in which the A base lies in the minor groove of the
G±C pair. Here there is a G±C Watson±Crick pair and a trans
Hoogsteen/Sugar Edge A´G pair, and the A and C bases are
unpaired. Five examples of this triple were identi®ed, two in
the 50S subunit, one in the 30S subunit, one in the malachite
green aptamer entry 1¯t (72), and one in the HTLV-1
Rex peptide aptamer, entry 1exy (73) (loops 1j5e:a:55,0,
1f1t:a:30±32,0, 1exy:a:21±22,0, 1jj2:0:959±963,0:1005±1007,
and 1jj2:0:2291,0).
Thirteen of the fourteen N±1, N±2, N+2 and N+3 triples
contain Watson±Crick base pairs. The exception among these
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Figure 2. Dinucleotide platforms and internal loop base triples. (A) Simple dinucleotide platform, with no base triple, from the 16S rRNA binding site for
protein S8, entry 1bgz (72). Bases U5 and A6 form the dinucleotide platform; neither base is paired with the opposite strand. (B) Dinucleotide platform in a
triple from stem±loop SL2 of the HIV-1 psi RNA packaging signal, entry 1esy (80). The triple includes bases U14 (base N), A15 and A5, the subsequent,
N+1 base pair. U14 is the least-paired, or N base in this triple because A4 and A15 pair along their Watson±Crick edges. (C) Loop with multiple triples from
the T.thermophilus 30S ribosomal subunit, entry 1j5e. Bases in the triple G371´C390´A374 stack over consecutive bases in the triple C372´A389´U375. Base
A373 is stacked and unpaired. (D) Triple with base pair N+3, from the H.marismortui 50S ribosomal subunit, entry 1jj2. Bases U2853, A2905 and A2902
form a triple, with A2902 the least-paired or N base since U2853 and A2905 pair along their Watson±Crick edges. This is a triple with base pair N+3 because
two base pairs, G2855±C2903 and A2854±U2904, lie between base N and the other two bases in the triple.

triples, the N+3 triple in loop 1j5e:a:64±65,0, contains a
similar two-hydrogen bond cis Watson±Crick edge/Watson±
Crick edge pair, A101´G68.
Of the 55 triples, 39 are found in ribosomal subunit
structures, including both of the base pair N+3 triples and the
single base pair N±2 triple. Dinucleotide platforms in triples
are also highly represented in ribosomal subunit structures.
These make up 17 of the 20 dinucleotide platforms in triples,

and include nine from the Haloarcula marismortui 50S
subunit (1jj2), four from structures of 23S or 28S rRNA
from other species, and four from the T.thermophilus 30S
subunit (1j5e).
A recently published structure illustrating the functional
importance of these internal loop triples is the speci®city
domain of RNase P, entry 1nbs (63), which contains an S-turn
or loop E motif, in loop 1nbs:b:139±142,b:166±170, with the
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Figure 3. Base triples, annotated using the symbols of Leontis and Westhof
(13). (A) Minor groove AGC triple, from entry 1jj2. A2291 and G2289
form a trans Watson±Crick/Sugar Edge pair; G2289 and C2281 are
Watson±Crick paired. A2291 is the least-paired base, base N, because of the
Watson±Crick pair between G2289 and C2281. The G2289±C2281 pair is
base pair N±1 because base A2291 lies in the minor groove. (B) S-turn
GUA triple, from entry 1jj2. U176 and G175 form a cis Hoogsteen/Sugar
Edge pair; U176 and A160 form a trans Watson±Crick/Hoogsteen pair.
G175 is the least-paired base, base N, because there is only one hydrogen
bond in the G175´U176 pair, while there are two hydrogen bonds in the
U176´A160 pair. The U176´A160 pair is base pair N+1 because base G175
lies in the major groove. (C) Symmetric triple from entry 1j5e. A411 and
A430 form a trans Watson±Crick/Hoogsteen pair, as do A430 and A414.
Here it is dif®cult to identify a least-paired base, since the A411´A430 and
A430´A414 pairs both involve two hydrogen bonds and no two bases form a
Watson±Crick/Watson±Crick pair.

associated dinucleotide platform in a triple, an S-turn GUA
triple, as well as a loop forming a base triple with base pair
N+2, 1nbs:b:182,b:228±230. The looped-out, unpaired A230
residue in this loop directly interacts with the 2¢-OH of
nucleotide 62 in the TyC stem of the substrate pre-tRNA.
TETRALOOPS
The structures classi®ed in SCOR and analyzed here contain a
diverse collection of hairpin loop tetraloops, of which the
well-known conserved ribosomal tetraloops (64), with sequences GNRA, UNCG and CUUG, are well represented. The
CUUG hairpin loop is an interesting special case. It was
identi®ed by Woese et al. (64) as a tetraloop because it is
structurally homologous to many sequences, such as GNRA,
where the ®rst and last bases cannot Watson±Crick pair.
Structurally, however, the CUUG loop is a diloop: the C and G
bases are Watson±Crick paired, as shown in entry 1rng
(50,65).
The GNRA U-turn structure (66) (Fig. 4A) is highly
conserved; 42 of the 47 (89%) non-redundant GNRA
tetraloops in the structures here surveyed (described in the
caption for Table 2) have the standard conformation, with one
base in the 5¢ stack, three in the 3¢ stack, frequently with an

interruption in the stacking between the 3¢ A base and the
subsequent Watson±Crick paired base, and a basal A´G trans
Hoogsteen/Sugar Edge pair. In the most common alternate
GNRA loop conformation, found in entries 1cn8 (67), 1etf
(68) and 1f1t (69), the second, `N' base, which caps the turn, is
looped out or disordered (Fig. 4B); here the basal A´G pair is
in the standard trans Hoogstein/Sugar Edge conformation.
One of the GNRA tetraloops in the 50S ribosomal subunit,
1jj2:0:2738±2741, has an unusual conformation, in which all
four bases lie in the 3¢ stack (Fig. 4C); here the ®rst two bases,
G2738 and A2739, are Watson±Crick paired in tertiary
interactions. We emphasize the variability of these loops to
illustrate that these are not wholly invariant structural units.
The variability in the structures of UNCG tetraloops also
lies in the location of the capping base, here the third, C base.
Fifteen of the twenty (75%) non-redundant examples of
UNCG loops in this sample have the standard structure, with
the U and C bases in the 5¢ stack, the G base in the 3¢ stack, the
second, and the `N' base looped out (Fig. 4D). Alternate
structures include two examples, 1raw (70) and 1ebr (71), in
which the C base stacks over both the U and the G bases, one
example, 1ebq (71), in which the C base stacks over the G
base, and three examples, 1bgz (72), 1d6k (73) and 1tlr (74), in
which both the `N' and C bases are looped out. All of the
UNCG tetraloops contain a basal trans Watson±Crick/Sugar
Edge G´U pair.
There are many PDB entries containing phage coat proteinbinding tetraloops, with consensus sequence RNYA (75) or
ANYA (76); complexes of RNA containing this tetraloop and
MS2 or R17 phage coat proteins crystallize readily. In the
most common conformation of the RNYA tetraloop, with
seven non-redundant examples, of which ®ve contain the
complex with protein and two the free RNA, two bases are in
the 5¢ stack and two are looped out, interacting with protein,
and no bases paired (Fig. 4E). Our sample included three
RNYA tetraloops with non-standard structures, all of free
RNA: one, in entry 1tfn (77), with the ®rst base in the 5¢ stack,
the fourth base in the 3¢ stack, and the second and third bases
looped out, and two, from entries 1d0t and 1d0u (78), in which
the ®rst two bases were in the 5¢ stack, the fourth in the 3¢
stack, and the third looped out; all three contain basal cis
Watson±Crick/Sugar Edge pairs.
A motif which is similar in structure and function, with
consensus sequence GGNG, is found in the HIV-1 psi-RNA
recognition element, in both stem±loops 2 and 3. This is also a
viral packaging motif, forming a speci®c complex with the
HIV-1 nucleocapsid protein. In the two structures containing
this motif in complex with protein, entries 1a1t (79) and 1esy
(80), the ®rst base terminates the 5¢ stack and the remaining
bases are looped out and interact with protein. We call this
combination of a well-ordered 5¢ stack followed by looped-out
bases a protein-binding tetraloop. As is evident in Figure 4, the
UNCG and RNYA loops share a more extended 5¢ stack, with
two bases not Watson±Crick paired, while in the GNRA loops
the 3¢ stack is more extended, containing three bases not
Watson±Crick paired.
Of the 90 non-redundant tetraloops in the structures here
surveyed, all but nine contain the sequences GNRA, UNCG,
RNYA or GGNG. Remarkably, three of these, two from 30S
ribosomal subunit and one from 50S subunit, exhibit the
GNRA U-turn stacking even though their sequences, UCAC,
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Figure 4. Tetraloops. (A) GNRA tetraloop in the standard conformation, a U-turn, from the hammerhead ribozyme, entry 1hmh (66). All bases lie in a single
double helical stack; base G21 ends the 5¢ stack, bases A22, A23 and A24 begin the 3¢ stack. (B) Non-canonical GNRA tetraloop, not a U-turn, from the
malachite green aptamer, entry 1f1t (69), superposed with the canonical GNRA tetraloop from entry 1hmh. Tetraloop residues from 1f1t are drawn in blue
and labeled, those from 1hmh in red, and Watson±Crick paired closing residues of both structures in cyan. Residues C14, G15, G17, G18 and G19 of 1f1t
superpose well with the corresponding residues in the 1hmh loop, A16 is looped out. The looping out of A16 allows stacking between G17 and a base from
symmetry-related RNA molecule (not shown here). (C) GNRA tetraloop with an unusual structure, from the 50S ribosomal subunit, entry 1jj2. Here base
C2737, part of the closing Watson±Crick pair, ends the 5¢ stack; G2738, A2739, G2740 and A2741 all lie in the 3¢ stack. (D) UNCG tetraloop in the standard
conformation, from the T.thermophilus ribosomal S15±rRNA complex, entry 1dk1 (90). Bases U9 and C11 lie in the 5¢ stack, G12 in the 3¢ stack, and U10
(the `N' base) is looped out. (E) RNYA tetraloop in the standard conformation, from the RNA aptamer±MS2 phage coat protein complex, entry 5msf (91).
Bases A8 and C10 lie in the 5¢ stack, while U9 and A11 are looped out.

AGCC and UAAC, are very different from the GNRA
consensus.
U-TURNS IN INTERNAL LOOPS
The well-known U-turn motif (81±85) is widespread among
hairpin loops. The most common U-turn sequences are UNR
and GNRA. The U-turn caps a helical stack; in its pure form,
all bases are well stacked. In addition to the loops in which all
bases are stacked, such as GNRA tetraloops and tRNA
anticodon and T-loops, there are many examples where the
U-turn is decorated with looped out bases, which do not alter
the conformation of the stacked bases. This motif is also
present in the large, highly asymmetric internal loop found in
structures of an RNA aptamer in complex with the AMP
ligand, entries 1am0 (70) and 1raw (86). Here residues G8, A9
and A10 and the AMP ligand form a GNRA tetraloop, with the
AMP replacing the fourth residue, here in a trans AMP´G
Watson±Crick/Hoogsteen pair, the stack capped by the U-turn
is extended by a non-Watson±Crick trans Watson±Crick/
Hoogsteen G7´G11 pair, and the closing base pair is G6±C35.
A similar example is found in loop 1mzp:b:7±15, from the
recently published structure of the L1 protein complexed with

a 55-nt 23S rRNA fragment (Fig. 5). Here the GNRA tetraloop
consists of residues G39, A40, A41 and A15, there is a trans
Watson±Crick/Sugar Edge A15´G39 pair, and the stack
capped by the U-turn is extended by a non-Watson±Crick
trans Watson±Crick/Hoogsteen U38´A42 pair. We note that
these U-turns exhibit both of the canonical base-backbone
interactions described by Gutell et al. (85); we have also
identi®ed several hairpin loops with the U-turn base stacking
and backbone turn structure that lack these base-backbone
interactions.
CONCLUSIONS
The classi®cation of the internal and hairpin loops in 497 PDB
entries, publicly available at the SCOR web site, http://
scor.lbl.gov, provides a comprehensive database of information about RNA structural motifs. Our ®ndings emphasize the
importance of base stacking, as illustrated in the identi®cation
of a previously unrecognized structural element, the extruded
helical single strand, most commonly consisting of two or
three residues in an independent stack. This motif plays an
important functional role in the short internal loops that it
characterizes.
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The analysis of the internal and hairpin loops classi®ed in
the SCOR database demonstrates the power of such classi®cation to recognize new structural elements and canonical
patterns of structure and to describe RNA structural variation.
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